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the end cap contributions, but normalize the contribution to
the LH2 spectrum at large !p, where the hydrogen con-
tribution is negligible. While the shape of the bremsstrah-
lung spectrum differs slightly between the dummy and
LH2 targets, the effect is only noticeable near the end
point, and a small uncertainty due to this difference is
included in the systematic uncertainties.

After removing the end cap background, the simulated
spectra from the combination of "p ! #0p and "p ! "p
are normalized to the low-momentum sides of the !p
spectra (taking into account the elastic radiative tail).
Removing this background yields clean spectra of elastic
events. We examine a window in !p around the elastic
peak and extract the elastic cross section by taking the
value used in the simulation, scaled by the ratio of counts in
the data to counts in the simulated spectrum. The upper
edge of the window varied from 5 to 15 MeV above the
peak, and is scaled with the resolution of the peak. The
lower edge goes from 10 to 16 MeV below the peak, and is
chosen to minimize the radiative correction while exclud-
ing background events. We also varied the !p windows,
and the change in the extracted cross sections was consis-
tent with the uncertainties we have assigned to the cut-
dependent corrections.

The yield is corrected for dead time in the data acquis-
ition system as well as several small inefficiencies. Correc-
tions for tracking efficiency, trigger efficiency, and particle
identification cuts were small (<2%) and independent of ".
About 5% of the protons are absorbed in the target and
detector stack, mainly in the hodoscopes and the aerogel
detector. We calculate the absorption in the target and
detector materials, which is " independent except for the
target absorption which varies by !0:1%. Radiative cor-
rections to the cross section are "20%, with a 5%–10% "
dependence, smaller than in previous Rosenbluth separa-
tions where the electron was detected. We also require a
single clean cluster of hits in each drift chamber plane to
avoid events where the resolution is worsened by noise in
the chambers. This reduces the non-Gaussian tails, but
leads to an inefficiency of roughly 7%, with a small
(0.25%) " dependence, possibly related to the variation
of rate with ". We correct the yield for the observed
inefficiency and apply a 100% uncertainty on the " depen-
dence of the correction.

The absolute uncertainty on the extracted cross sections
is approximately 3%, dominated by corrections for the
angular acceptance (2%), radiative processes (1%), proton
absorption in the target and detectors (1%), background
processes (1%), and the uncertainty in the integrated lumi-
nosity (1%). We apply a tight cut on the solid angle, using
only the data in the central 1.6 msr of the total #6 msr
acceptance. This cut limits the elastic data to the region of
100% acceptance, but leads to the relatively large uncer-
tainty in the size of the software-defined solid angle.
Because the solid angle is identical for all " values at

each Q2, this uncertainty affects the absolute cross section,
but not the extraction of GE=GM.

The largest random uncertainties, where the error can
differ at different " values, are related to the tracking
efficiency (0.2%), uncertainty in the scattering angle
(0.2%), subtraction of the inelastic proton backgrounds
(0.2%), and radiative corrections (0.2%). The total random
systematic uncertainty is 0.45%, with typical statistical
uncertainties of 0.25% at Q2 $ 2:64 GeV2 and 0.40% at
Q2 $ 4:1 GeV2. Data taken at the lowest beam energy
have an additional uncertainty (0.3%) because these data
were taken at lower beam currents (30–50 $A), and so are
sensitive to nonlinearity in the beam current measurements
and have different target heating corrections.

The reduced cross sections, %R $ &G2
M % "G2

E, are
shown in Fig. 2. The uncertainties are the statistical and
random systematic uncertainties. Some corrections lead to
correction to %R that varies nearly linearly with ". This
modifies the slope, but does not contribute to the scatter of
the points or deviations from linearity. The main uncer-
tainties in the extracted slope come from the " dependence
of the radiative corrections (0.3%), background subtrac-
tion, (0.25%), tracking efficiency (0.25%), and the effect of
beam energy or scattering angle offset (0.25%). Note that
we do not include the uncertainty related to two-photon
exchange, which we will discuss later. The combined
0.55% uncertainty in the slope of the reduced cross section

FIG. 2 (color online). Reduced cross sections as a function of
". The solid line is a linear fit to the reduced cross sections, the
dashed line shows the slope expected from scaling
($pGE=GM $ 1), and the dotted line shows the slope predicted
by the polarization transfer experiments [6].
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- Sachs electric and magnetic form factors:

- Rosenbluth slope is sensitive to corrections beyond 1Ɣ 
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- polarization transfer method:
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e + p -> e + p realized in 2000 at JLab
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- Sachs electric and magnetic form factors:

GM = FD + FPGE = FD � ⌧FP

Form factors measurement
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surprising at the time (1998–2002), as they appeared to
contradict the previously accepted belief that the ratio
µpGEp/GMp remains close to 1, a consensus based on the
Rosenbluth separation results up to 6GeV2, as illustrated
in fig. 9.

As discussed above, the two methods available to de-
termine the proton form factors GEp and GMp, the Rosen-
bluth separation and polarization transfer, give defini-
tively different results; the difference cannot be bridged by
either simple re-normalization of the Rosenbluth data [57],
or by variation of the polarization data within the quoted
statistical and systematic uncertainties. This discrepancy
has been known for sometime now, and has been the sub-
ject of extensive discussion and investigation. A possible
explanation is the contribution from the hard two-photon
exchange process, which affects the polarization transfer
components at the level of only a few percent, but has
drastic effects on the Rosenbluth separation results. This
will be discussed in detail in sect. 3.3.

Following the unexpected results from the two first po-
larization transfer experiments in Hall A at JLab, GEp(1)
and GEp(2), a third experiment in Hall C, GEp(3), was
carried out to extend the Q2-range to ≈ 9GeV2. Two
new detectors were built to carry out this experiment: a
large solid-angle electromagnetic calorimeter and a dou-
ble focal plane polarimeter (FPP). The recoil protons
were detected in the high momentum spectrometer (HMS)
equipped with two new FPPs in series. The scattered elec-
trons were detected in a new lead glass calorimeter (Big-
Cal) built for this purpose out of 1744 glass bars, 4×4 cm2

each, and a length of 20X0, with a total frontal area of
2.6m2 which provided complete kinematical matching to
the HMS solid angle. This experiment was completed in
the spring of 2008 and measured the form factor ratio at
Q2 of 5.2, 6.7 and 8.5GeV2.

Figure 10 shows the results from the three JLab exper-
iments [7–10, 101], as the ratio µpGEp/GMp versus Q2.
The uncertainties shown for the recoil polarization data
are statistical only.

The striking feature of the results of the GEp(3) exper-
iment is the continued, strong and almost linear decrease
of the ratio with increasing Q2, albeit with some indica-
tion of a slowdown at the highest Q2. The GEp(3) overlap
point at 5.2 GeV2 is in good agreement with the two sur-
rounding points from the GEp(2) data [9,10]. The GEp(3)
experiment used a completely different apparatus in a Q2

range where direct comparison with the Hall A recoil po-
larization results from the GEp(2) experiment is possi-
ble. This comparison provides an important confirmation
of the reproducibility of the results obtained with the re-
coil polarization technique. Additionally, the results of the
high-statistics survey of the ϵ dependence of GEp/GMp

at Q2 = 2.5GeV2, obtained from the GEp(2γ) experi-
ment [106], which ran at the same time as the GEp(3)
experiment is shown as a magenta star in fig. 10, and is
in excellent agreement with the results from the GEp(1)
experiment in Hall A [7,8] at Q2 = 2.47GeV2.

The results of the three JLab GEp experiments are
the most precise measurements to date of the proton form

Fig. 10. All data for the ratio µpGEp/GMp obtained from
the three large Q2 recoil polarization experiments at JLab
(filled circle (blue) [8], filled star (magenta) [106], filled square
(red) [10] and filled triangle (black) [101]) compared to Rosen-
bluth separation data (green), open diamond [20], open cir-
cle [21], filled diamond [22]. The curve is the same as in figs. 8,
a 7 parameter fit given in eq. (44).

factor ratio in this range of Q2, hence they represent a very
significant advancement of the experimental knowledge of
the structure of the nucleon. The proton electromagnetic
form factor results from Jefferson Lab at high values of
the four-momentum transfer Q2 have had a big impact on
progress in hadronic physics; these results have required
a significant rethinking of nucleon structure which will be
discussed in the theory section.

3.2.2 Neutron form factors

The early measurements of the form factors of the neutron
are discussed in sect. 3.1.2; in this section only double-
polarization measurements are discussed. The recoil polar-
ization and beam-target asymmetry, both techniques that
have been used to measure GEp and GMp, also have been
used to measure GEn and GMn. However, as there are no
free neutron targets, measurements of GEn and GMn are
more difficult than GEp and GMp. To make these mea-
surements, complex light targets like 2H and 3He must
be used in quasi elastic scattering. First, the recoil polar-
ization experiments, and next the beam-target asymmetry
experiments to extract GEn, will be described.

The use of the recoil polarization technique to mea-
sure the neutron charge form factor was made first at the
MIT-Bates laboratory in the late 80’s using the exclu-
sive 2H⃗(e⃗, e′n⃗)p reaction [107]. The advantage of using a
deuteron target is that theoretical calculations predict the
extracted neutron form factor results to be insensitive to
effects like, final state interaction (FSI), meson exchange
currents (MEC), isobar configurations (IC), and to the

Gayou
Jones, Punjabi

Puckett

Meziane

Polarization transfer
JLab (Hall A, C)

Rosenbluth separation
SLAC, JLab (Hall A, C)

Proton form factors puzzle
vs.
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Scattering experiments and 2Ɣ
- 2Ɣ is not among standard radiative corrections
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J. C. Bernauer et al. (2014)

- charge radius insensitive to 2Ɣ model

- magnetic radius depends on 2Ɣ model
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magnetic form factor

- 2 % systematic deviation
MAMI vs. world data

Scattering experiments and 2Ɣ
- 2Ɣ is not among standard radiative corrections
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J. C. Bernauer et al. (2014)

- charge radius insensitive to 2Ɣ model

- magnetic radius depends on 2Ɣ model
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- magnetic radius, form factors and spin structure are important

contribution (ppm) uncertainty (ppm)

p (Zemach) -7376 140→46

total, μH charge radius -6170 98

total, scatt charge radius -6239 104

µH hyperfine splitting and 2Ɣ

{

- radii expansion of form factors: 3 times more precise
O. Tomalak (2017)

R. Pohl (2016)

1S HFS in   H 

1 ppm accuracy 

µ
PSI, J-PARC, RIKEN-RAL

- leading theoretical uncertainty: 213 ppm from 2Ɣ
 C. Carlson, V. Nazaryan, K. Griffioen (2011)

- A1@MAMI fit allows to quantify 2Ɣ uncertainty
J. C. Bernauer et al. (2014)

rE?
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- μp elastic scattering is planned by MUSE@PSI(2018-19) 

- 2Ɣ correction in MUSE ?

μp scattering ????

ep scattering

μH, μD spectroscopy

eH, eD spectroscopy

- charge radius extractions:

measure with both electron/muon charges 

Scattering experiments and 2Ɣ
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 photon polarization momentum transfer

- leading 2Ɣ contribution: interference term
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Elastic lepton-proton scattering
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- 2Ɣ correction to cross section is given by amplitudes real parts
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Elastic lepton-proton scattering

M. Gorchtein, P.A.M. Guichon and M. Vanderhaeghen (2004)

P.A.M. Guichon and M. Vanderhaeghen (2003)
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- electron-proton scattering: 3 structure amplitudes

- muon-proton scattering: add helicity-flip amplitudes

- 2Ɣ correction to cross section is given by amplitudes real parts
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at low momentum transfer
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box diagram 

assumption about the vertex

non-forward scattering

photoproduction vertex or Compton tensor
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at low momentum transfer
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dispersion relationsbox diagram 

assumption about the vertex based on on-shell information

photoproduction vertex or Compton tensor

non-forward scattering



non-forward scattering
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proton state
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dispersion relationsbox diagram 

assumption about the vertex based on on-shell information
Borisyuk and Kobushkin (2008), O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2014)Blunden, Melnitchouk and Tjon (2003)

Dirac and Pauli form factors
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account for all inelastic 2Ɣ
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Low-Q2 inelastic 2Ɣ correction (e-p)

- 2Ɣ at large    agrees with empirical fit

unpolarized proton structure

- 2Ɣ blob: near-forward virtual Compton scattering

O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2016)
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rE extraction ✓
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Feshbach elasticinelastic

R. W. Brown (1970), M. Gorchtein (2013), O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2014)



MUSE@PSI (2018-19) estimates (  -p)µ
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O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2014, 2016)
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- proton box diagram model + inelastic 2Ɣ



- expected muon over electron ratio

K. Mesick talk (PAVI 2014), MUSE TDR (2016)

- proton box diagram model + inelastic 2Ɣ

O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2014, 2016)

- MUSE can test rE in

small inelastic 2Ɣ

small 2Ɣ uncertainty

one charge channel
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2Ɣ real parts2Ɣ imaginary parts
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cross section correctionexperimental data

unitarity

2Ɣ predictionon-shell 1Ɣ amplitudes

Fixed-Q2 dispersion relation framework
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- proton intermediate state is outside physical region for Q2 > 0
- πN intermediate state is outside physical region for Q2 > 0.064 GeV2 

Mandelstam plot (ep)

elastic threshold inelastic threshold

physical region

unitarity relations
 work in

O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2014)
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- contour deformation method:

Analytical continuation. Elastic state

- central value: form factor fit of A1@MAMI (2014)
- uncertainty: difference to 2Ɣ with dipole form factors

O. T. and M. Vanderhaeghen (2014), Blunden and Melnitchouk (2017)

angular integration
to integration on curve 
in complex plane

keeping poles inside
going to unph. region

deform integration contour 

- analytical continuation 
reproduces results

unphysical physical

 in unphysical region

e�µ�
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G M

⌫ph
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Z
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- pion electroproduction amplitudes: MAID2007
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l l
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⇡
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p0

- analytical continuation: fit of low-Q2 expansion in physical region

D. Drechsel. S. Kamalov and L. Tiator (2007)

Analytical continuation. πN states

△ resonance

✓

- uncertainty: extrapolation + large invariant masses
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- πN intermediate state is outside physical region for Q2 > 0.064 GeV2 

Mandelstam plot (ep)

inelastic threshold

physical region

unitarity relations
 work in
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- πN intermediate state is outside physical region for Q2 > 0.064 GeV2 

Mandelstam plot (ep)

inelastic threshold

physical region

unitarity relations
 work in
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- πN intermediate state is outside physical region for Q2 > 0.064 GeV2 

Mandelstam plot (ep)

inelastic threshold

physical region

unitarity relations
 work in
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- pion electroproduction amplitudes: MAID2007

2= � �

ZX

� �

l l

p p
N

⇡

l0

p0

l0

p0

- analytical continuation: fit of low-Q2 expansion in physical region

D. Drechsel. S. Kamalov and L. Tiator (2007)

Analytical continuation. πN states

△ resonance

✓

- uncertainty: extrapolation + large invariant masses

s = 1.6 GeV2
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πN in dispersive framework (e-p)

at large  
agree with near-forward

"

- dispersion relations

Q2 = 0.005 GeV2

� 2
�
,%

πN, unsubtracted dispersion relations

πN, near-forward from structure functions
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- πN is dominant inelastic 2Ɣ

� �

p

l

N

⇡

l0

p0

O. T., B. Pasquini and  M. Vanderhaeghen (2017)
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- πN contribution is closer to data than △ only
- weighted △ is similar to narrow one

Comparison with data

R2� =
�(e+p)
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⇡ 1� 2�2�

Blunden and Melnitchouk (2017)
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- near-forward 2Ɣ agree with data
- multi-particle 2Ɣ, e.g. ππN, is important

R2� =
�(e+p)

�(e�p)
⇡ 1� 2�2�

OLYMPUS (2016)
Feshbach
elastic
elastic + πN
total 2 γ, near-forward
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Maximon and Tjon IR prescription
uncorr. + corr. uncertainties
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k = 2.01 GeV

Comparison with data
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- dispersion relations agree with CLAS data

elastic
elastic + πN
total 2 γ, near-forward

Comparison with data

VEPP-3 (2015)
CLAS (2016)
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Conclusions

largest theoretical uncertainty
in low-energy proton structurewhy 2Ɣ ?
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how to study ?

dispersion relationsbox diagram 

all scatt. angles
ep (p + πN states)

largest theoretical uncertainty
in low-energy proton structure

small scatt. angles
ep, µp (all states)

why 2Ɣ ?

- multi-particle 2Ɣ, e.g. ππN, within dispersion relations is important

Conclusions
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Our best 2Ɣ knowledge

Q2 = 0.1 GeV2

- small Q2: near-forward at large   , all inelastic states 
- Q2≲1 GeV2: elastic+πN within dispersion relations 

dispersion 
near-forwardrelations

- intermediate range: interpolation

"

A1@MAMI
elastic + πN
total 2 γ, near-forward
interpolation
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application to 1S HFS expJLAB data

MUSE data dispersive 2Ɣ evaluation
µp

Outlook

g1, g2

theoretical 2Ɣ magnetic radius extraction
ep



Thanks for your attention !!!
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